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Throughout this e-book I'll share with you all the tips and tricks I've built up during the period of 2 years
that led to me learning to be a profitable crypto trader. This desire to help bring up the people around me

is without a doubt fueled by my underlying interest for trading, and trading.ve always had a burning up
desire to talk about my understanding with others to hopefully educate and inspire like minded people.Since
the beginning of my trading and investing journey, I’ I'm sure you've heard of the ominous statistic that

90% of traders lose cash, and whilst that may be true somewhat if you study hard plenty of and develop a
thorough plenty of trading plan you can become apart of the lucrative minority.My definitive goal, by the

end of the e-book is to have taught you at-least three new valuable skills that you can add to your arsenal,
whether that be considered a new indicator, and different approach to your risk administration or a

complete overhaul of your trading and investing plan.
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